THE FUTURE OF SPORTS

"Sports, which in the past were essential in forging a tribal and then a national identity, are now forging a planetary identity."

— Michio Kaku
Theoretical physicist, futurist and author of Beyond Einstein

"The future ain’t what it used to be."

— Yogi Berra

→ http://futureof.org
LAST YEAR WE ASKED A GROUP OF FUTURISTS to help us look into the future of the sports industry, and to make bold predictions for the next 25 years. We hoped to start a conversation about the challenges and opportunities that lie ahead. We were surprised and gratified by the intense interest, commentary and debate the report generated from our friends and colleagues in the business. We obviously weren’t alone in the desire to start defining the questions that will shape sports in the years to come.

We published the first iteration of The Future of Sports and quickly realized that we had more questions than answers. That’s the inspiration for this second edition.

Technological change is accelerating at an astonishing rate, and in just one year we’ve seen some great strides that are captured in this publication. It’s increasingly clear that teams and leagues can no longer be reactive to today’s technology—we have to be at the forefront of developing tomorrow’s. We are positioned to become not just early adopters, but partners and investors as well. I hope this publication will spark both your interest and creativity in shaping what’s next.

My contemporaries may initially approach this subject matter with skepticism and a feeling that it’s not applicable to our demographic. I certainly did. But I’d argue that exploring the themes laid out in The Future of Sports will prove relevant to the most pressing questions we face as owners and league executives. At the very least, the exploration will be quite enjoyable.

And what’s good for business can also have a larger impact. In a world that feels ever more divided, sports’ ability to unite people across borders is both increasingly important and increasingly possible. Fellow sports fans, no matter where they are from or what language they speak, are never strangers for long. These are critical years, as franchises and leagues compete for international attention and seek to build ties with fans who live thousands of miles away. It is time to start thinking of the entire globe as our hometown market.

As the stewards of sports, we must simultaneously keep true to their essential character and ensure they remain relevant through ongoing cultural and technological changes. Our job is to connect the past to the present and to lay the groundwork for future generations of athletes and fans. I can think of no more challenging, or rewarding, a task.

Jeremy M. Jacobs
Chairman of Delaware North
Owner of the Boston Bruins

→ http://futureof.org
A TECHNOLOGY’S “SLINGSHOT” MOMENT happens when it bursts from the domain of the very few into mass-market application. Throughout this report, we’ll highlight seven technologies on the verge of sling-shooting and discuss how they’ll change the sports landscape. Look for the icons on the pages ahead.

**AI**
- Artificial intelligence subcategories machine learning and deep learning will process vast data streams to enhance coaches’ game strategies and real-time decision making.
- The NBA is embracing the early stages of artificial intelligence in the form of advanced analytics based on human-built models.
- The next two steps—play calling and game scenarios—will be simulated by active, independent decision-making AI models, and the powerful analytics models will be self-evolving using machine learning.

**BIOMEDICAL IMAGING**
- As low-cost gene sequencing goes mainstream, teams will build genetic performance profiles to personalize each player’s nutrition and fitness protocols.
- Pathogen transfer in stadiums is inevitable—70,000 people cheering, eating and drinking in close proximity is a playbook for catching the fall flu. Virus-hunting nanobots, applied is a playbook for catching the fall flu. Virus-hunting nanobots, applied

**SENSORS**
- Sensors are proliferating in jerseys, athletic wear and equipment, creating exponentially growing data sets for AI systems to process, granting unprecedented insights into performance—and providing a never-ending stream of micro-outcomes for sports bettors to wager on.
- Infrared and LiDAR blasters built into every smartphone will serve as depth sensors to create 3D maps of every space in the “real” world, allowing content-rich VR and AR overlays to flourish.

**GLOBAL SMARTPHONE CANOPY**
- By 2020, 7 billion people will be connected to the internet, representing several billion new sports fans joining the global marketplace for the first time.
- 5G-generation wireless coverage gives the world unencumbered connectivity at speeds necessary for streaming immersive virtual reality at 60 frames per second.

**IMMERSIVE VISUAL COMPUTING**
- Augmented reality: The world becomes an infinite display, allowing teams and fans to access and use new forms of visual data during practice and games.
- Layered data and visuals will immensely enhance fans’ live viewing experience, with the availability of instant information and statistics about each moment and each player on the field.
- Virtual reality: In-stadium panoramic camera systems will create fully immersive sensations of the games for watching in full VR.
- Social VR will lead to widespread adoption of the technology, allowing fans to routinely meet up in virtual spaces to watch games.

**BLOCKCHAIN**
- Will blockchain systems replace the banking industry? Too soon to say.
- Blockchain enables fluid, dynamic contracts that will radically change the way players, teams, leagues and arenas structure their working relationships.
- Blockchain-powered digital rights management can track every mashed-up highlight clip through its reuse, making sure the original rights holders get paid while allowing them to share the wealth with fan-producers who remix and popularize the content.

FRIENDS OR FOES?
For the last two years, we’ve been researching and reporting from the front lines of the sports tech boom. We’ve sat down with inventors at scores of startups. We’ve seen hundreds of demos and pitch decks. We’ve scrutinized the teams these startups assemble. We’ve tracked the best of them to market. The race is palpable as they burn the midnight oil.

Meanwhile, we’ve watched the flow and pooling of global capital, along the way predicting several of the mergers, acquisitions and megadeals that have transformed the landscape in a single stroke.

For decades, professional sports franchises have relied on the big four revenue streams: gate receipts, media rights, sponsorships and merchandising. The explosion of new technologies, however, has given rise to many side businesses ancillary markets that piggyback on the popularity of professional sports. These industries wouldn’t even exist if pro sports weren’t there, yet many of them have contributed little or nothing to the bottom lines of pro leagues and franchises.

The radical reshaping of the ticket resale business was a harbinger of this trend. For decades, resales were mainly the domain of small-time scalpers, lurking outside stadiums and parking lots. But as the transactions moved online, ticket resales exploded into an $8 billion market, becoming fans’ habitual first option to find tickets. Franchises have realized they need to fight back to get their share and regain control. They’re especially worried that these new intermediaries now have the data on fans and can market directly to them, severing the franchises’ 1-to-1 customer relationships.

“What I really want is more Clippers fans in our arena, rooting for our team,” Steve Ballmer remarked at a recent conference. “And less of these California transplants buying the tickets to see their hometown Celtics or Bulls. That’s why I want to control ticketing.”

We can see this dynamic at work in sports social media, sports tourism, video games, unlicensed merchandising, sports news, fantasy sports and sportsbook betting. Billions in revenue—tens of billions in some cases—are now being generated, as technology has allowed new businesses access to millions of fans. There is now legitimate concern that sports ancillaries have become a partial replacement for attending games and watching on television. Until now, these ancillary businesses have gotten by on the argument that they benefit franchises indirectly by engaging fans and promoting their brands. But franchises have started wondering if they are truly friends or foes. Even as the leagues partner with some technologies, they’re banning others, such as live streams from fans’ smartphones. A turf war has begun and it is taking place across the globe. Teams and leagues are beginning to flex their muscles as rights owners. They want their rightful cut, and they want to control their communication and connection with their fans.

This is a wild time. The wins and losses on the field are no longer the only compelling drama. The competition off the field is equally riveting.
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The metrics on them are scary. They’ve disappeared from the trackable universe into “dark sharing.” Two-thirds use ad blockers on their laptops, and mobile blocking will follow. Even Facebook and Twitter are losing Generation Z by the millions. 99 cents is their favorite price. They think nothing of pirating video streams, but they rarely watch sports from start to finish because the highlights tell the story. CAN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY EVER MAKE MONEY ON THEM?

HERE’S THE SECRET:

The kids now coming of age are actually the most informed young sports fans in history. They are cord cutters, but they have not cut themselves off from sports. Sports programming and data are such a deep part of their culture that they feel a sense of ownership. And that’s the very trick to reaching them—empowering them to take sports media as we know it, mash it up and distribute it as they see fit.

HYPERSOCIAL
JUST NOT WITH YOU

We thought Facebook was their television and Twitter was their radio—the technologies that defined their generation. Twitter’s 140-character limit seemed the epitomization of their notorious generation remix—

MILLENNIAL DAILY TWITTER USE

"Twitter is for athletes and politicians to reach us. I don’t know anyone who posts to Twitter.”

—From a Generation ReSearch focus group

Kik and other apps designed to avoid texting charges.

WHERE MILLENNIALS WATCH SPORTS VIDEOS

"Videos on ESPN’s Snapchat Discover channels are getting 3 to 5 million views in their brief 24-hour lives."

AD BLOCKING & STREAM STEALING WILL BECAST GET NAPSTERIZED?

AD BLOCKING: Two out of three millennials use ad blockers on their laptops. On mobile, it’s not common yet in the US but likely to follow the global trend toward mobile ad blocking. One third of smartphone users in Asia employ ad blockers—and the rate is double that in India and Indonesia. However, it’s not that they hate ads. The number one reason they run ad-blocking software is that the ads slow down the loading of pages.

In fact, according to a recent study by USA Today for the Digital Future, young millennials actually like ads with sports more than any other generation.

STREAMING: It’s not illegal to watch someone else’s stream. So it’s no surprise that watching pirated streams of sports is common. However, the number one reason millennials watch pirated streams is that the content they want to watch isn’t available to easily buy. In fact, it’s the older generations accustomed to free television who are least willing to pay for sports content. Fans under age 36 are willing to pay a higher price for sports channels than any other generation. Even more notable is that they’re willing to pay a higher price for a sports channel’s IP stream than they’d pay for the same content on a television channel—because stream access can be watched anywhere: at home, at work or on mobile.

Facing average bills of $99, 35% of millennials have cut the cord and stopped subscribing to cable TV. Young millennials are now averaging only eight hours of linear TV a week. Is the era of unbundled, à la carte channel subscription inevitable?

- 35% of all sports fans are interested in paying for a sports channel. And 86% of Americans are sports fans. On average, they’ll buy 3.5 sports channels.

FORGET UNBINDLING: The real change will be the end of channels as we know them. Tomorrow’s consumers will only watch for the hours (or games) they are actually watching.

New sites like PopCheat that make blockchain payments for content easy and fast, will train consumers to expect to pay only for what they actually watch (10 cents at a time), and this expectation will become pervasive. Can’t figure out what channel your Sports game is on? That’s irrelevant—just watch on their Facebook page.

ALEX MORGAN’S FIRST ORLANDO PRIDE GAME: VENDING

CHANNELS—instead of being a locked bundle of shows and games—will instead morph into brands whose content appears all over the place, not just on television or a single dedicated streaming site.

POTENTIAL SPORTS CHANNEL INCOME

62% WOULD RATHER WATCH ON A MUSICAL PADDLE

- 63% of all sports fans are interested in paying for a sports channel. And 86% of Americans are sports fans. On average, they’ll buy 3.5 sports channels.

86% WOULD RATHER WATCH ON A MUSICAL PADDLE

- 63% of all sports fans are interested in paying for a sports channel. And 86% of Americans are sports fans. On average, they’ll buy 3.5 sports channels.
They love SPORTS. 81% of millennials participated in athletics during childhood—more than any previous generation. That percentage is going up about 10% each generation. Participation evolves into fandom and zeal for fitness.

They follow STARS more than teams. Stop blaming them for this—they haven’t been around on this world long enough to develop team loyalty. In fact, they like it when stars change teams; it’s enough to develop team loyalty. In fact, they care more about THE TRANSCENDENT MOMENT than who won or lost.

The love humorous BLOOPERS from sports. They can’t get enough sports humor. They share videos of players making dumb mistakes as much as, or more than, great plays.

They care more about THE TRANSCENDENT MOMENT than who won or lost. They don’t care what sport it’s from, or whether it happened in the NFL or in Pea Wee league. Often it’s a single play exhibiting extraordinary athleticism, but it’s just as often as when a player overcomes adversity—Mo’ne Davis pitching in the Little League World Series or Eric Berry fighting lymphoma to make the Pro Bowl again.

They attend games not “for the game” but to hang out with friends or family and enjoy top-notch food and beverages. Their favorite thing during games: becoming part of the action by getting featured on the JUMBOTRON.

Even if sports betting were legal, they’d rather play FANTASY; because a fantasy team is a mash-up of players across teams—the ultimate parlay and the ultimate bar bet.

SO, WHAT DOES GENERATION Z WANT?

They love sports, 81% of millennials participated in athletics during childhood—more than any previous generation. That percentage is going up about 10% each generation. Participation evolves into fandom and zeal for fitness.

They follow stars more than teams. Stop blaming them for this—they haven’t been around on this world long enough to develop team loyalty. In fact, they like it when stars change teams; it’s enough to develop team loyalty. In fact, they care more about the transcendent moment than who won or lost.

They love humorous bloopers from sports. They can’t get enough sports humor. They share videos of players making dumb mistakes as much as, or more than, great plays.

They care more about the transcendent moment than who won or lost. They don’t care what sport it’s from, or whether it happened in the NFL or in Pea Wee league. Often it’s a single play exhibiting extraordinary athleticism, but it’s just as often as when a player overcomes adversity—Mo’ne Davis pitching in the Little League World Series or Eric Berry fighting lymphoma to make the Pro Bowl again.

They attend games not “for the game” but to hang out with friends or family and enjoy top-notch food and beverages. Their favorite thing during games: becoming part of the action by getting featured on the JUMBOTRON.

Even if sports betting were legal, they’d rather play fantasy; because a fantasy team is a mash-up of players across teams—the ultimate parlay and the ultimate bar bet.

In the same way, they like the off-season news cycle and trade drama just as much as they like the playing season.

They love humorous bloopers from sports. They can’t get enough sports humor. They share videos of players making dumb mistakes as much as, or more than, great plays.

They care more about the transcendent moment than who won or lost. They don’t care what sport it’s from, or whether it happened in the NFL or in Pea Wee league. Often it’s a single play exhibiting extraordinary athleticism, but it’s just as often as when a player overcomes adversity—Mo’ne Davis pitching in the Little League World Series or Eric Berry fighting lymphoma to make the Pro Bowl again.

They attend games not “for the game” but to hang out with friends or family and enjoy top-notch food and beverages. Their favorite thing during games: becoming part of the action by getting featured on the JUMBOTRON.

Even if sports betting were legal, they’d rather play fantasy; because a fantasy team is a mash-up of players across teams—the ultimate parlay and the ultimate bar bet.
Migration, tourism and near-universal access to broadcasts and social media have unlocked billions of potential fans—but they don’t live in your city, and don’t necessarily speak your language. The next 10 years will be a gold rush, as professional teams and leagues race to claim this emerging audience.

**Globalized Fandom**

Global trends:
- Basketball is the next soccer
- Cricket fans are bored—and up for grabs
- Cycling is the new golf
- American football has legs on the ground
- Handball is crushing field hockey in Europe
- The demographics of tennis—a global tour with champions from so many countries—are paying off

Key:
- Basketball
- Cricket
- Football
- Baseball
- Soccer
- Tennis
- Badminton
- Field hockey
- Volleyball
- Golf
- Table tennis
- MMA

---

**MIGRATION, TOURISM AND NEAR-UNIVERSAL ACCESS TO BROADCASTS AND SOCIAL MEDIA HAVE UNLOCKED BILLIONS OF POTENTIAL FANS**—but they don’t live in your city, and don’t necessarily speak your language. The next 10 years will be a gold rush, as professional teams and leagues race to claim this emerging audience.

**Globalized Fandom**

Global trends:
- Basketball is the next soccer
- Cricket fans are bored—and up for grabs
- Cycling is the new golf
- American football has legs on the ground
- Handball is crushing field hockey in Europe
- The demographics of tennis—a global tour with champions from so many countries—are paying off
USA: The number of US golfers has dropped 24% from its peak in 2002. Nearly every metric—TV ratings, rounds played, golf-equipment sales, golf courses constructed—shows a drop off. MMA After being banned 20 years ago by the governor, MMA in New York State is back again in May 2014 by a vote of 113-25. CRICKET ESPN’s broadcast of the T20 World Cup final on a Sunday morning drew 2.6 million viewers. Three exhibition games of T20 cricket were played in American baseball stadiums, with 84,000 tickets sold. SOCCER Even though NBC paid $1 billion for the English Premier League rights, ratings in the US are 19% higher for Liga MX on Univision.

CANADA: TENNIS in the last five years, tennis participation has leapt 32%.

BRAZIL: BASEBALL: Van Gomes from Sao Paulo becomes the standing catcher for the Cleveland Indians. Gomes signs a 4-year, $23 million extension with the club. FOX and ESPN broadcast 8 games a week, and ratings have doubled since 2012. FOOTBALL 12,000 fans attend the American Football Gigante Bowl in Beira Rio. There are reportedly 3.3 million NFL fans in the country.

ARGENTINA: HANDBALL: The European sport of handball accelerates in popularity in Argentina after their national team wins the gold medal at the Pan Am Games and Diego Simanton becomes a star.

UK: GOLF Between 2004 and 2013, one in five golfers in England gave up their club membership; in the same period, membership dropped in Scotland by 14%. The story is similar in Australia and Japan—which has lost 40% of golfers from a peak in the mid-1990s. CYCLING After Sir Bradley Wiggins won the Olympics gold medal and the Tour de France in the same year, cycling became the new gold. Chris Froome’s three Tour de France wins have accelerated the trend. Sales of bikes manufactured in the UK are growing 6% annually. SOCCER 30,000 people attended the Women’s FA Cup final between Chelsea Ladies and Notts County Ladies, more than double the previous record. Across England, the number of girls and women playing soccer has increased by 40,000 in two years.

NETHERLANDS: FIELD HOCKEY Even here where the best in the world play, field hockey salaries are less than $100,000 and subsidized by club coaching and construction work.

DENMARK: HANDBALL: For the Handball Euros, 75 networks broadcast the tournament to 175 countries. The event smashed attendance records. 70% of all televisions in Denmark were tuned in. That record was soon eclipsed by the DRI League finals, which received an 80-share. Dan Hans Lindberg, who plays for Hamburg, earns 11 million euros a year.

FRANCE: MMA: Though MMA is still officially banned in France, World Fighters Championship (WFC1) utilized the MMA cage; police officers in attendance did not shut the event down. HANDBALL: Even though Eurobasket sets a record for basketball viewers in France, the EHF Handball Euros draw even more French viewers.

GERMANY: HOCKEY: Two of the three teams with the highest attendance in the Russian KHL hockey league are actually in Germany. FOOTBALL: The New Yorker Lions from Braun-schweig win their 2nd Uerobowl in a row, to go with their seven German VFLs in the Olympics. The Uerobowl has been played since 1986. CRICKET: Immigration from Afghanistan and Pakistan stirs up cricket participation over 300%. The 100th registered cricket club is founded near the Czech border.

POLAND FOOTBALL: The Polish American Football League has 74 teams in 36 cities. The Polish Bowl is played in front of 20,000 fans. It’s now the fastest growing sport in Poland. MMA: UFC Fight Night 64: Gonzaga vs. Cro Cop 2 drew over 10,000 to the Tauron Arena in Krakow, Poland.

ITALY: BASKETBALL: The Boston Celtics play an exhibition against Olimpia Milano.

CROATIA: FOOTY: Australian rules football gains popularity in Zagreb. Four teams from Zagreb make up a six-team league: the CEAPL.

SLOVENIA: HOCKEY: When Anze Kopitar becomes a star in the NHL, youth hockey participation in Slovenia doubles. 1,500 people in Slovenia stayed up 3 a.m. to watch a Stanley Cup Finals game.

AUSTRIA: CYCLING: Over the last decade, cycling shot up from 13% of the population to 19%. BASEBALL: Australian Ben Simmons becomes the #1 pick of the Philadelphia 76ers. HOCKEY: The Trans-Sasman Champions League of hockey Down Under was canceled due to financial problems. Attendance, regularly under 1,000 at the AHL, sank the event against the New Zealand champions.

JAPAN: RUGBY: After stunning South Africa, one-fifth of the entire Japanese population, with an audience share of 64%, tunes in to the Rugby World Cup. BASEBALL: Japan beat the US 24-6. BASEBALL: The Japanese television audience for the World Baseball Classic is the highest-rated cable program in the country’s history, with larger TV audiences than the Olympics or World Cup. TENNIS: Kei Nishikori of Japan rises to #4 seed in the world.

KOREA: HOCKEY: Ahead of the 2018 Winter Olympics, the Korean national hockey team is bolstered by the granting of South Korean citizenship to six North American players who’ve been playing in the Asia League for Korean teams.

UGANDA: BASEBALL: Uganda becomes the first African country to send a team to the Little League World Series.

SOUTH AFRICA: BASKETBALL: The NBA hosts an exhibition between Team Africa (players of African descent) and Team World in Johannesburg, with special appearances from Hakeem Olajuwon and Dikembe Mutombo.

INDIA: CRICKET: Though still the country’s #1 sport, cricket is losing its crowd-pulling power on television, creating massive opportunities for other sports. Television viewership for the game across all formats has dropped 40%. Over the last decade, the number of hours spent watching cricket has dropped almost half. Even the T20 India Premier League 2015 ratings are down 22%.

FIELD HOCKEY Field Hockey, already the poor cousin to cricket, falls further from grace. At a player auction for a league restart, the best player in the world sells for less than $100,000.

KABADDI: The first Kabaddi season championship between the Jaipur Pink Panthers and U-Mumba was watched by 86.4 million fans, approximately one out of every four viewers in India. The 27-day “season” attracted 435 million total viewers. SOCCER: Over 48,000 spectators showed up at the Salt Lake Stadium in Kolkata to watch Atlético beat Chennaiyin 2-1 in the 2015 Hero Indian Super League. Just two years old, the league averages 27,000 fans. BASKETBALL: Punjab is the home of Satnam Singh Bhamara, who became the first Indian to ever be selected in the NBA. Shipping college, Bhamara became the 52nd pick in the 2015 NBA draft for the Dallas Mavericks.

BADMINTON: Following Saina Nehwal’s huge medal at the London Olympics, India’s first-ever medal in badminton, the Indian Badminton League opens in 2015 with a $15 million purse, the largest ever offered in the sport.

KEY: BASEBALL - CRICKET - FOOTBALL - BASKETBALL - SOCCER - TENNIS - BADMINTON - CYCLING - GOLF - PINGS-PONG - MMA
“Any sport looking to expand its horizons should copy the NBA’s blueprint from 20 years ago. David Stern had a vision and he made it happen with grassroots sermonizing in places like Africa and China.

Grow your brand with the intention of challenging and redefining your industry, while at the same time inspiring the world. Learn to see things differently or through someone else’s lens. In basketball, kids are taught to see things in mostly twos: a pick-and-roll, a give-and-go, a 1-2 fast break. In soccer, it’s all about multiple combinations and looking several steps ahead. If you train your eye to see different combinations, your brain will follow. It’s the same when you’re running a league or a team. See the future beyond your own court.”

Billions of people in rural areas and great cities are thirsty for more sport. Even just 10 years ago they had to wait to read in the newspaper about these fantastic games being played by these gladiators a world away, but now technology and social media has changed all that. In 10 years from now, we won’t be talking about [putting] an NFL team in London because it will exist. We’ll be exploring options for teams in Dubai or Lahore. The TV rights will be enormous. There is a global thirst for sports more than any other sort of entertainment, because it taps into the core of all of us, no matter our upbringing or country of birth.

Across borders. Whether they’re in Northern California or Mumbai, they’ll paint their faces and create a communal experience during game time. We tap into that passion with a Sacramento Kings website in Hindi. We host Google Hangouts during games for our international audience. By maintaining a strong alliance with fans in other countries, we also have unique opportunities to discover the next diamond in the rough, the next Yao Ming. Will he come from India, Russia? Is he now just a 10-year-old boy in India wearing a Kings or a Warriors jersey?

The medium class is expected to increase by 1.4 billion people over the decade—a 42% increase in South America, 59% increase in Africa and 83% increase in Asia. As societies grow younger and more educated, their interest grows in sports, politics and culture. They have the income for game tickets and monthly television bills.

By 2030, the number of people in Europe is expected to have twice the total spending power as the North American middle class. The Asian middle class will have six times the spending power.

Migration

With over 11 million Mexicans now living in the US, UEFA MX on Univision has an American audience that is 19% larger than NBC’s audience here for the English Premier League. With well over 2 million South Asians in the US, CRICKET is finally here. New York City councilman Ruben Wills broke ground on a cricket complex in Van Cortlandt Park, where the local Commonwealth Cricket League has over 160 teams. Exhibition attendance and ESPN ratings are climbing.

Emigration from Canada to the UK is helping the popularity of the British Elite Ice Hockey League, where teams such as the Nottingham Panthers draw over 5,000 fans to games.

Deregulation of television

In addition to CCTV-5, the government’s sports channel, China allows CSPN and Shanghai Sports, as well as online channels Baofeng, Sports (Chinese Super League) and LeTV (American baseball, golf and ATP tennis).

Indian law requires à la carte channel purchases; 161 million households have cable or satellite television carrying Prime Sports, Star Sports and ESPN, while pay-per-view has not thrived, keeping sports available to the masses.

IPTV eradicates the difference between online and broadcast delivery. The most regulated broadcast markets have the greatest IPTV penetration.

Smartphones and 5G connectivity give billions of new fans access.

Half of the most recent NBA draftees were internationals.

The players in the Premier League represent 70 countries. Only one-third of the 220 starting players on opening day were English.

The top 100 players in tennis, across both genders, are from 45 countries. Players from 39 countries have won a grand slam. And so far it’s the only sport with a truly global tour.

89% of avid female sports fans in America played some school sports growing up. By that measure, the demographic trends for female fandom will power growth.

But the US is no world leader in female fandom; other markets are even further along. Participation in school sports is higher in the UK, and far higher in China, where 84% of girls participate in school sports. The percent of women who regularly watch sports on television is 10% higher in India, Russia and Brazil than in the US.
In order to reach global markets and capitalize on their remote fanbase, a new “globalization backbone” for the sports industry will emerge.

**A NEW GLOBALIZATION BACKBONE**

Sports franchises were their own experts in their metropolitan markets—they had the staff and relationships. But to market themselves nationally, they naturally grew to partner with infrastructure companies who had nationwide expertise and relationships. Apparel licensing companies (Nike), sponsorship agencies (IMG), ticketing networks (Live Nation), talent representation (Octagon).

Today, in order to reach global markets and capitalize on their remote fanbase, pro franchises won’t be able to fly solo. A new “globalization backbone” for the sports industry will emerge. By serving (or owning) multiple franchises and leagues, those who develop early, real expertise in transcontinental markets will grow and become the durable infrastructure others rely on.

Need someone to find you a corporate sponsor? Need someone to sell your luxury box packages to tourists from Japan? Can’t get on a French television channel but want to know who can move all the tickets? If video pirates in Croatia are stealing your signal, who do you call?

**JUST THE START**
- WME and Silver Lake Partners first buy IMG, then buy UFC.
- Dalian Wanda Group buys Infront Media (World Cup rights), Atletico Madrid, Ironman events.
- Alibaba Sports takes over AC Milan and Guangzhou Evergrande FC, then makes deal with World Rugby to develop 1 million Chinese rugby players in a decade.
- Chinese investors Everbright and Baofeng take 45% stake in MP and Silva (Grand Slam tennis, NFL in Europe, Formula 1 and EHF handball).

**WHO’S NEXT TO BUY?**
- Tencent (already has NBA rights)?
- CAA?
- Lakshmi Mittal or Mukesh Ambani from India?

**WHO’S NEXT TO SELL?**
- Irdeto B.V. (anti-piracy)?
- A ticket reseller ($8 billion market)?

“Promoting sports tourism is a major goal of our Western New York sports holdings. Our team at Sabres Entertainment, with the Bills, attract almost half of our season ticket members from outside the Buffalo market, including 10% from Canada. We estimate that the Sabres see 15% of fans cross the border from Canada each game night.”

—Jeff Mallet, principal owner, San Francisco Giants

**SPORTS TOURISM**

Sports tourism in the US adds up to $9.45 billion, and it’s going up fast. Tourists already spend $1.15 trillion globally. Smart money will increasingly find ways to integrate sports and tourism. Three main categories define the current sports tourism market: fandom, recreational sports travel and youth tournaments.

**FANOM**

Price is no object. Through a partnership between CAA Premium Experience and IRENA International based in Beijing, Chinese basketball fans spent as much as $10,000 each for a package to come watch Kobe Bryant play in his final NBA game.

**LONG-TERM BENEFITS**
- The seven most recent countries (Malaysia, UAE, South Korea, etc.) to join the Formula 1 calendar have experienced an average boost in annual tourism of 69% since their first race.

“Price is no object. Through a partnership between CAA Premium Experience and IRENA International based in Beijing, Chinese basketball fans spent as much as $10,000 each for a package to come watch Kobe Bryant play in his final NBA game.”

**RECREATIONAL SPORTS TRAVEL**

94,000 American golfers travel to play in Britain each year.

**THE HONOLULU MARATHON**

has a total economic impact of $66 million. Most of that is spent by runners coming from Japan, who drop $88 million while there.

**THE 2014 GAY GAMES**

brought 15,000 people to Cleveland-Akron, Ohio, from other states and countries—8,000 of them athletes. The event pumped $52 million into the region’s economy.

**YOUTH TOURNAMENTS**

According to a National Association of Sports Commissions study, the travel industry built around youth sports brings in an estimated $7 billion.

**THE FUTURE OF SPORTS**

10.8 million U.S. citizens traveled for youth sports in 2015.

**GLOBALIZED FANDOM**

It’s not all about the mega-events: The Olympics and World Cup are in controversy because of the construction investment required. A year before the World Cup in South Africa, the country hosted the British & Irish Lions all-star rugby team on a 10-match tour. It required no investment, but 40,000 fans flew into South Africa—making it “more lucrative than the World Cup,” according to the South African Tourism Bureau.
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WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE 40-SECOND ROCKET BURN OF ADRENALINE and the sustained, elevated state of an athletic high, which can seem to last for hours? Rowers and runners describe a sense of euphoria; basketball players say the rim seemed wider; baseball players report perceiving time as moving in slow motion.

The ability to execute under pressure—to achieve an athletic flow state—is actually an amalgam of many mental processes. Just as the physical challenges for athletes are broken down into building blocks such as speed, power and agility, so too are the mental aspects of sports now being parsed into neural abilities that can be targeted. The next evolution of this field: neurohacking that delivers specific brain-body states optimized for individual sports and individual athletes. Dozens of new companies are springing up, offering a buffet of the latest neurocoaching methods.

**NEUROCOACHING**

**MUSCLE SYNCHRONY**

**HACK:** 31% gains in power and 13% gains in endurance through *transcranial direct-current stimulation*—the delivery of a low, continuous electrical current to the brain through electrodes touching the scalp. The current raises the resting potential of motor cortex neurons, bringing them closer to their threshold potential and allowing the neurons to fire more readily, with less work. Also called the neural state of *hyperplasticity,* this approach may be the key to unlocking power, coordination and endurance. The result—after three weeks of training—is the learned capacity to collectively recruit all needed muscle groups with greater precision. This technology, developed from implants that detect and prevent epileptic seizures, is being used in training by athletes of all kinds—from golfers wanting to improve their putting to ski jumpers wanting to improve their launch from the ramp.

**UNINTERRUPTED FOCUS**

**HACK:** Neurofeedback technology measures brain wave activity and allows athletes to better understand how to control their mental states. This technology is becoming cheaper, easier to use and more mobile. Eventually, implantable sensors will provide unlimited, round-the-clock information on brain activity. With virtual reality goggles, an athlete will soon be able to simulate standing inside her mind, watching it function, while learning to better control emotion and cognition. In addition, with the use of mobile EEG readings, researchers will determine which mental states work best for individual sports activities. Eventually, coaches will be able to test brain wave activity before competition to determine which athletes are mentally prepared.

**SPEED UP REACTION TIME**

**HACK:** Macular carotenoids, nutritional supplements. *Zeaxanthin* appears to influence many aspects of the central nervous system’s functions. These effects extend from optical filtering within the neural retina to improving the efficiency of well-established processing streams in the brain and motor systems (Bovier, 2014).

**MOTION PREDICTION**

**HACK:** *Stroboscopic glasses.* In high-speed games, players have to make instantaneous decisions in reaction to only a glimpse of the action. Athletes learn to function with less information—resulting in improved reaction time, visual acuity and sense of timing. In a two-week study using professional hockey players, stroboscopic training showed a 18% improvement over a control group in specific on-ice skill tests.

That improvement for on-ice skills for professional players is huge—”

—Stephen Mitroff
Duke University neuropsychologist

New glasses, using similar techniques, will be developed to increase other visual abilities, including peripheral vision and multiple object tracking.

**‘Muscle memory is not in the muscles. It’s in the brain.’** Conventional wisdom wrongly characterizes strength as being solely powered by muscle function. But it’s also neural. “Learning” is accomplished both by improving motor neuron timing and through neurogenesis—growing new neural pathways. Consider the athlete who begins weight training: strength improvement occurs in the first two weeks, even though muscle growth isn’t much of a factor until the third week. It’s from brain learning, not muscle growth. Electrical stimulation of the neurons—*tDCS*—speeds up learning and improves neural drive.

—Daniel Chao, CEO of Halo Neuroscience

**‘Even when you think you’re exercising as hard as you can, there is always some reserve of ability.’**

—Dylan Edwards, neurophysiologist at Burke Medical Research Institute, White Plains, New York

---

**31% INCREASE IN PROPPUSION FORCE FOR NATIONAL TEAM SKI JUMPERS AFTER TRANSCRANIAL STIMULATION**

**18% IMPROVEMENT OVER A CONTROL GROUP IN SPECIFIC ON-ICE SKILL TESTS**

**10% IMPROVEMENT IN REACTION TIME AFTER TREATMENT TO BOOST THE NEUROVISUAL SYSTEM**

Duke Medical Research Institute, New York
“Sleep is a real opportunity and a real need.
Players finish an NBA game at 10 p.m., but they’re wired and pumped and really can’t get to sleep until 2 or 3 a.m. Which means the coach has to really question whether to schedule a real practice the next day; they want the players to get their 8 hours of sleep. Teams end up not really practicing much during the season. They don’t have the time.”
—Steve Ballmer, Los Angeles Clippers owner

RESTORATIVE SLEEP
Sleep improves split-second decision-making ability by 4.3%.
After four days of restricted sleep, athletes maximum bench press drops by 20 lb. The challenge is, athletes’ sleep is radically disrupted by night-before jitters and night-after muscle pain.
In addition, athletes cross time zones weekly; and with varying game times, they have no set schedule for sleeping.

CURRENT HACK: Pro athletes and team trainers are increasingly experimenting with a variety of supplements, habits and changes in environment to maximize the benefits of restorative sleep.
Last season, the San Jose Sharks were coached to swallow chamomile, lavender and tart cherry juice, a melatonin producer that also combats inflammation, as well as a variety of nutrients like zinc and magnesium thought to induce restorative sleep. Sharks players also learned how to create effective sleep environments by minimizing ultraviolet light and keeping their rooms quiet, dark and cool.

FUTURE HACK: Wearable devices today monitor whether an athlete is asleep, but they don’t alter the environment of a sleeper to enhance or extend sleep. New wearables will track both brainwave activity and body temperature, and then alter conditions to prolong sleep phases—especially the all-important slow-wave sleep, when the body regenerates tissues by building bone and muscle.

Research to map and optimize the brain of the individual athlete will become solid enough that sports organizations will turn their attention to the neurology of teamwork. In 20 years, coaches will routinely use neurological data to maximize team efficacy, cohesion and communication.

Do these new techniques—altering the wiring of the brain—violate the spirit of sports? Some scientists compare brain stimulation to carbo-loading ahead of an event.

“It piggybacks on the ability to learn. It’s not introducing something artificial into the body,” says Troy Taylor, high-performance director for the USSA.

Others are more skeptical. If any of these new neurohacks are shown to have long-term health consequences, then they will likely become regulated and increasingly banned. Similarly, if they prove so expensive that only rich athletes can avail themselves of the advantages, then the public and major regulatory bodies are also likely to raise objections.

Dylan Edwards, a neurophysiologist at Burke Medical Research Institute in White Plains, New York, worries that the availability of tDCS devices will tempt athletes to try “brain doping,” in part because there is no way to detect its use. “If this is real,” he says, “then absolutely the Olympics should be concerned about it.”

“Overall, there is growing interest in sleep from teams across all the leagues. It can have a significant impact on peak performance and overall health. In my opinion, it is one of the most untapped areas of sports performance.”
—Cheri Mah, research fellow, UCSF Human Performance Center; sleep consultant, Golden State Warriors
VIRTUAL REALITY, AUGMENTED REALITY, MIXED REALITY: kids—and, eventually, adults—will spend increasingly significant amounts of their lives inside these environments. Goldman Sachs predicts the AR/VR market will be $85 billion by 2025. Digi-Capital is far more bullish, predicting it’ll reach $150 billion by just 2020. VR and AR are both heralded as revolutionary—VR akin to the invention of movies, and AR heretofore only depicted in movies. But sports still have to be played in actual reality, with the ball, by athletes, patrolled by referees with old-fashioned 99-cent whistles in their mouths. Are any of those billions for those who play in the real world?

“VR will be huge, but it will be only a small subset of AR.”
—Jody Medich, Singularity University VR designer

AR/VR ROAD MAP

2017

12 million VR headsets will have been sold by the end of 2017 (the vast majority lower-end headsets and 5 million mobile low-end). That will more than double in 2018.

2018 Developers are creating VR content, though not at high resolution yet. VR has already been broadcast from the NFL sidelines to the crew pits of the Daytona 500 to the tee box of golf’s US Open.

2019 Virtual reality will cut into the TV business as well. Without these North American market leaders, a massive opportunity has opened for Chinese companies like Pico, Idealsun, Deepson and Pimax. Meanwhile, web giants Alibaba, Tencent and Baidu are buying up dozens of Chinese content and game startups.

2020

High-quality virtual reality headsets still have to be tethered to a computer more powerful than most people have at home. But they can also be tethered to a new video game console, such as Sony’s PlayStation Neo, or Sony’s VR headset, which will be released before Christmas 2016. This is giving Sony’s new headset a huge spike in sales, and it will outsell competitors by several million units. Meanwhile, Samsung’s new Xbox Scorpio—which will work with Oculus Rift—won’t be released until a year later for Christmas 2017. Also, a new VR headset $200 cheaper.

12 million VR headsets will be sold in 2016.

“When you move in a game, 100% of the time, the user gets sick within five minutes.”
—An AT&T engineer and VR filmmaker

2021

Meanwhile, the groundwork for AR is laid. Pokemon Go gave the world a taste of augmented reality in a sort of 2D fashion. But sports can legitimately lay claim to the first live AR experience—the Virtual Yellow 1st & Ten Line, which has been included in NFL broadcasts since the late 1990s. Augmented reality in 2017 will make consumers familiar with three primary types of nascent AR:* smartphone overlays,* windshield “heads-up displays,” already common in some cars—and, will have a wider field of view and integrate more information than map turns and speed, such as showing text messages and sports scores.

2022

Augmented reality

Meanwhile, the groundwork for AR is laid. Pokemon Go gave the world a taste of augmented reality in a sort of 2D fashion. But sports can legitimately lay claim to the first live AR experience—the Virtual Yellow 1st & Ten Line, which has been included in NFL broadcasts since the late 1990s. Augmented reality in 2017 will make consumers familiar with three primary types of nascent AR:* smartphone overlays,* windshield “heads-up displays,” already common in some cars—and, will have a wider field of view and integrate more information than map turns and speed, such as showing text messages and sports scores.

2023

But a revolution has begun. Both Meta and Magic Leap—the two best AR systems—have pledged to make their workplaces “screenless” by March 2017. Instead, employees will wear AR headsets, working on virtual screens that hang in the air above their desks. Those in the know will recognize augmented reality is everything that VR isn’t—crystal clear, with no sickness.

2024

Singularity University VR designer.

2025

In 2025, virtual reality headsets will still be sold in 2015, with prices necessary for more casual users to purchase them. Analysts expect AR to surpass $85 billion in sales, with the top two companies Meta and Magic Leap accounting for most of the growth.
SPORTS VIDEO GAMES EXPLODE. Dropping back to pass in Madden 20 will never have felt so real. Battling practice against the Cy Young winner will thrill. Sports in which one key player dominates the action will come to market first; team sports where every player is equally essential (like soccer) are harder to design. The controller has long been replaced by scanners that track human movements. Players will either confine their movements to a grid, or they’ll balance on curved plates and lean to sprint or cut.

OPERATING SYSTEM WARS—PART 4. First it was VHS vs. Beta. Then it was PC vs. Mac. Then Android vs. iOS. In 2020, the business press will focus on the great rivalry between Magic Leap and Meta, or whoever owns them. We’ll buy the glasses—and get the phone free. Expect iPhone and Samsung sales numbers to reach over 200 million sold in 2020.

IN THE NEXT THREE YEARS, we’ll stumble through several cycles of excitement and disillusionment with AR/VR. But in 2020, it will all click. AR/VR will deliver sports fans thrilling new experiences in viewing, gaming and training.

The stadium experience will be transformed. Here’s why:

• All the data you could possibly want can be overlaid on the live action. Let’s say you’re at a baseball game. The purist can turn it off. The geeks can see defensive rotation stats, pitch speed and speed of the batter running to first. As a pinch hitter is warming up, his highlights are available off to the side of your view and you can tap to watch.

• You have your own personal replay device built into your glasses. Swipe left in the air to go back in time. Raise two thumbs and the highlight gets posted to social media.

NEXT-LEVEL TRAINING FOR BOTH THE PROS AND THE AMATEURS:

• Imagine you’re playing tennis with AR glasses. As your opponent’s backhand loads, the artificial intelligence engine is already displaying where you likely need to run to. As the opponent’s shot is on its way, you’re already seeing a target in the opposite court that you should aim at.

• Want to learn receiver footwork from Jerry Rice? He’s stored in your helmet. He’ll be there in volumetric video, on the field. First he shows you a game highlight of his. Then he breaks his routine down into pieces—his three-step jab, his dig footwork, his route-tree decision making. As you run through it, you can see on the field exactly where each foot should land. A friend can even throw you darts as you break open.

VIRTUAL REALITY

WATCHING VR SPORTS IS NORMAL. On average, 10% of any viewing audience will wear VR headsets—higher for close-action sports like boxing. VR live streams will have graduated from raw camera feeds to incorporate storytelling devices—commentators, replays and camera toggling. The isolation factor will be somewhat moderated; viewers will be able to talk to friends and family watching the game across the country. More common will be passing around the headset at a viewing party, especially for highlights and replays.

SPORTS CONSUMPTION IN AR. Every way you now use your phone to consume sports, you will also use in AR. You will bring up web pages and tap on apps—rectangular screens will float in the air. When the game is on, you can open up a live stream and either pin it off to the side or enlarge it to a 90-inch screen, front and center. Because the glasses use lasers to project the light directly onto your retina, the image will be perfect. Best of all, you can create a screen and then share it with friends. Or the party can switch into 3D mode, and the basketball game can be played in volumetric video on your coffee table as everyone sits around it.

IF VR’S ANALOG IS GAME CONSOLES, AR’S ANALOG IS THE SMARTPHONE. The market is everyone. The incorporation of long-awaited 5G hyper-connectivity will make these headsets ready for prime time. No longer will you have to be connected to a PC to get 4K graphics; no longer will you suffer a meager field of view to be untethered. New smartphones will connect by a flexible fiber-optic tether to lightweight scanners that track human movements. Players will either confine their movements to a grid, or they’ll balance on curved plates and lean to sprint or cut.

VR FITNESS IS NOT A GIMMICK. Transport yourself to yoga class from your mat at home. Box against remote sparring partners while your computerized cornerman yells tips. Break away from the peloton on your exercise bike.

5G HYPERCONNECTIVITY IS HERE. A BILLION PHONES HAVE BEEN SOLD IN 2020. 1.6 BILLION HOUSEHOLDS WORLDWIDE HAVE TELEVISIONS. THE BATTLE OF 5G IS IT’S LIKE VIDEO GAME CONSOLES—you might not have one, but a friend will.

THE FUTURE OF SPORTS

65M SMARTPHONE SOLD IN 2020

10% OF ANY VIEWING AUDIENCE WILL WEAR VR HEADSETS

2020

5G VR HEADSETS WILL BE SOLD BY 2020.

45M VT TO WILL BE SOLD IN 2020 ALONE.

BY COMPARISON:

PLAYSTATION 2 SOLD 155 MILLION UNITS

AR/VR ROAD MAP

65M

1ST DOWN
2025

HEADSETS AND AR GLASSES ARE STILL SELLING AT PEAK SMARTPHONE NUMBERS—150 MILLION PER QUARTER. BECAUSE EACH YEAR, THE DEVICES IMPROVE SO RAPIDLY.

HUMANS WON’T NEED PRESCRIPTION GLASSES ANYMORE. THE AR SYSTEM CORRECTS VISION FOR YOU. TRACKING YOUR EYE MOVEMENT AND FOCAL POINT.

BATTERIES MADE FROM GRAPHENE RATHER THAN LITHIUM. ON DON’T JUST DOUBLE THE CAPACITY, THEY INCREASE IN OUTPUT.

PHOTOSENSITIVE ELECTRONS AS 3D PHOTONIC NANOCRYSTALS ARE INTEGRATED.

HELLO, 8K VIDEO. YOU’LL HAVE PRE-1080P VISIBILITY OF EVERYTHING AROUND YOU.

AR AND VR COMPANIES ARE NEAR GLASSES CAN BE sehen ON DAZZLING BY CANCELLING LIGHT WAVES. MUCH LIKE NOISE-CANCELING HEADPHONES DO.

IN 2025, WE’LL WEAR “SMART CONTACT LENSES” THAT WILL GRADUALLY EVOLVE TO FULL AR FUNCTIONALITY.

2025

EDUCATION will be transformed into something far more vivid. History teachers will transport their students to the beaches of Normandy or the Cu Chi tunnels of Vietnam. In biology class, the entire room will become the inside of a mammalian cell.

On home-shopping shows, you’ll be on the home. And in these homes of 2025, designers will create a tiny, bigger-looking home as VR studio pods, with lighting on the walls and sensors in the walls. Welcome to the new gazing room. When you call somebody, they will appear in 3D volumetric video. You can walk around them or get up close.

WATCHING SPORTS WILL BE INSANELY COOL. Sports cameras will switch from spherical video to volumetric video, allowing you to pause and your point of view to any angle during live action. You’ll be able to fly up to the huddle during the pre-game and close in on a receiver as the ball is in the air.

BUT MIXED-REALITY GAMES WILL BE EVEN COOLER. Expect old naval bases and shipping warehouse districts to be the setting for intense mixed-reality games, where players throw frisbees at each other. But hit, and everyone eats a big explosion. The player is still alive but without his powers for 30 seconds. Mini-helicopters fly overhead, sounding real. Games that evolve from today’s eSports, designed for the modern age, will better take advantage of technology than sports games invented in the late 1800s. Abandoned neighborhoods of Rust Belt cities will become the next eSports complexes where youth clubs train three times a week, hoping to become professional athletes who play in football stadiums and basketball arenas.

BY 2025, THE DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN AR AND VR WILL BE SIGNIFICANT; THE DEVICES WILL CONVERGE AND BE MULTIFUNCTIONAL. THEIR VAST CAPABILITIES TO BLEND NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC VISION WILL CAUSE US TO RETHINK EVERYTHING—FROM THE SOCIAL NORMS OF HUMAN INTERACTION TO HOW PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SPACES ARE DESIGNED AND Navigated. NEW SPORTS WILL INEVITABLY EMERGE THAT WILL BE DESIGNED TO TEST ATHLETES’ PERFORMANCE ACROSS THE Spectrum OF MIXED REALITY.

• SPORTS WILL BEGIN TO POLICE ETHICS TAKEN.

Because these new games will actually require speed, strength and endurance, they’ll reward real athleticism. And sports fans will finally start to respect eSports as more than controller-jocks. Game designers will build games demanding fresh athleticism in essential moments to unlock defenses.

01 RUSHING

Need someone who can run a 4.3-second 40-yard dash while engaged in hand-to-hand combat? Draft a college receiver.

02 SCALING

Need someone who can scale a 50-foot wall in 6 seconds? Recruit the best rock climbers.

03 ENDURANCE

Need someone who can run end to end for the full 45 minutes? Sign a soccer player.

04 MANEUVERABILITY

Need someone who can avoid laser shots in open space then flip over a 9-foot wall into a crouch? A gymnast can do a double pike into a double layout with half twist.
For the typical American sports fan, fantasy sports plays the role that sports betting does in the rest of the world—making the drama of winning and losing very personal. As the world flattens, technology is making it ever easier for Americans to join the party. An estimated $95 billion is wagered on sports in the US—less than 10% of that legally.

**Betting/Fantasy Convergence**

### 50 Will Sports Betting Inevitably Replace Fantasy Sports?

In 2012, almost half of the sportsbooks offered fantasy sports, and today the number has grown to over 30 sportsbooks. The surge in fantasy sports has attracted tourists who love the quick pace of the games only to be slaughtered by high-volume sharks. Instead of them betting, they’re going to Vegas for the shows, parties, conventions, and restaurants. It looks like Vegas is going to be the future of sports.

### Forces Driving Convergence

**01 Vegas**

More people are going to Vegas than ever in history. And they are spending more than ever in history. But fewer of them are betting. Instead, they’re going to Vegas for the shows, parties, conventions, clubs and restaurants. With gaming revenue flattening, casinos are looking to innovate—and angling to attract tourists who love fantasy sports to their sportsbooks.

**02 Fantasy**

Fantasy has to land well change. Daily fantasy’s legality will be resolved by creating protections for newbies so they aren’t suckered into the games only to be slaughtered by high-volume sharks. In fact, it’s so much a skill that the highly skilled have it in the bag. Your odds of winning at daily fantasy are similar to your odds of beating Steph Curry in a free throw contest.

**03 States**

States want the revenue. Lawmakers have woken up to the way their citizens travel out of state to gamble, and many states have licensed new casinos to keep the money in state. On top of that, legal gambling costs the states hundreds of millions in lost tax revenue, which wasn’t organized crime.

**04 Globalization**

Globalization brings us into regular contact with the other model, used by many other countries: licensed sportsbooks contribute taxes that fund regulators who protect consumers and the integrity of sport.

**05 Legality**

For leagues to get a piece of the action, it has to be legal. In Europe, pro teams get significant jersey sponsorship deals from betting operators. Real Madrid was being paid $20 million a year by BWIN. In Korea, nationalized sports betting funds the country’s sports programs and even builds their stadiums. In the US, leagues get ditch.

### How Fantasy Got in Trouble

Fantasy grew rapidly into a $1.1 trillion industry mostly on advertising revenue. Then it upped the game by offering prizes and the market tripped. A “lottery effect” distorted the market. Fantasy sites found that new players flooded to whoever advertised the highest prize pools (not the best odds). In order to increase their prize pools, the fastest, fantasy sites had to allow players to enter more than once. If everyone played twice, that would double the prize pool.

-A “lottery effect” distorted the market. Fantasy sites found that new players flooded to whoever advertised the highest prize pools.

### Sharks in Action

**Samuel Hilu**

reacts to news on Twitter that Charlie King is getting an unexpected start for the Orlando Magic. Computer scripts enable him to win millions in lost tax revenue, which instead funds organized crime. In the US, leagues get ditch.

Wall Street traders and poker pros didn’t just play twice—assisted by computer scripts and optimization software, these high-volume sharks created as many as 1,000 lineups a day, putting over $100,000 on the line regularly. The scripts allowed them to make last-minute adjustments to their lineups to take advantage of gameday breaking news.

They’re running to keep the money in state to keep the money in state to keep the money in state.

-Entry fees now as low as $2 successfully entice free players to convert. In 2010, 74% of players played for free. Now it’s inverted—70% pay entry fees.

### New Shark Repellent

“Wall Street traders and poker pros didn’t just play twice—assisted by computer scripts and optimization software, these high-volume sharks created as many as 1,000 lineups a day, putting over $100,000 on the line regularly. The scripts allowed them to make last-minute adjustments to their lineups to take advantage of gameday breaking news. Of the millions in lost tax revenue, which instead funds organized crime, the states hundreds of millions in lost tax revenue, which instead funds organized crime.

Officially, the odds of winning were always 50%. Finish in the top half of playerstake home your share! But the reality couldn’t be more different. In MLB fantasy, 91% of the prize money has been won by only 13% of the players. DraftKings data showed that over 89% of players lost money.

-NFL Week 16—Eric Hafner pays over $30,000 in entry fees on 20 lineups. After the morning games, in good position, he switches his lineups to favorites to protect his lead. When the afternoon games end, he downloads the entire DraftKings database to analyze his composition positions. Hafner wins $1.6 million.

Fantasy sites found that new players flooded to whoever advertised the highest prize pools.

Dr. Georgia State's School of Sport Management, Dr. Georgia State's School of Sport Management

-Just as they approach, the sharks are introduced fair-play features aimed at both bringing back casual players and appeasing the regulators. Entry fees now as low as $2 successfully entice free players to convert. In 2010, 74% of players played for free. Now it’s inverted—70% pay entry fees.

Since their regulatory showdown in New York, DraftKings and its competitors are introducing fair-play features aimed at both bringing back casual players and appeasing the regulators. Entry fees now as low as $2 successfully entice free players to convert. In 2010, 74% of players played for free. Now it’s inverted—70% pay entry fees.

The Friend or Foe question has been soundly answered: Fantasy is not a replacement for betting, it’s additive. Data shows that fantasy players consume 40% more sports content after becoming players.

Since their regulatory showdown in New York, DraftKings and its competitors are introducing fair-play features aimed at both bringing back casual players and appeasing the regulators.
The Changing Casino

A typical big Strip casino in Vegas (there are 23 of them) accepts about $40 million in bets at their sportsbooks annually, profiting $3.2 million. There are 197 sportsbooks in all.

Of the $4.3 billion bet on sports last year in Nevada, 37% was on football, 28% on basketball and 17% on baseball.

The growth is solid—it’s doubled since 2003.

But this is still peanuts compared to slot machines, which bring in 30 times the revenue and profit.

And slot machines’ popularity has never recovered to its 2007 highs.

** WHY FANTASY COULD TAKE OVER GLOBALLY**

To end match-fixing. Because fantasy results are always based on performance statistics from an array of players, it’s invulnerable to match-fixing bribes and scandals. The fantasy format is ranked the lowest risk to the integrity of sports by world bodies. As match-fixing endures worldwide, and possibly accelerates with globalization, fantasy could emerge as the answer, socially and politically.

The kids prefer it. 32% of all American teens have played fantasy (vs. 18% of adults). American teens have long stamped their print on world trends. Then consider that even where sports betting is legal, you have to be 18 years old to bet. So most teens will start with free fantasy, then at age 18 start paying entry fees rather than switch to traditional sportsbook betting.

It’s a better fan experience. Fantasy sports is intellectually and emotionally engaging. It’s far more complex than betting on single games, and it puts fans in the more empowered role of fan, coach or GM. It makes fans care about all the teams and all the players, not just their favorite team.

**THE CHANGING CASINO**

**SPORTSBOOK ECOSYSTEM**

A typical big Strip casino in Vegas (there are 23 of them) accepts about $40 million in bets at their sportsbooks annually, profiting $3.2 million. There are 197 sportsbooks in all.

Of the $4.3 billion bet on sports last year in Nevada, 37% was on football, 28% on basketball and 17% on baseball.

The growth is solid—it’s doubled since 2003.

But this is still peanuts compared to slot machines, which bring in 30 times the revenue and profit.

And slot machines’ popularity has never recovered to its 2007 highs.

** SPORTSBOOK IN THE SPOTLIGHT**

**PRO**

**ORGANIZED CRIME IS AT THE CENTER OF THE DEBATE OVER THE LEGALIZATION OF SPORTS BETTING:**

**CON**

**LEGAL BETTING HABITUATES THE PANS TO GAMBLING, THEN ILLEGAL OPERATORS RECRUIT THE BETTERS WITH IMPROVED ODDS OR SPREADS. IN ITS MOST RECENT CRACKDOWN ON ILLEGAL GAMBLING DENES, INTERPOL CONDUCTED 4,000 RAID, ARRESTING 4,100 PEOPLE IN 11 COUNTRIES ACROSS EUROPE AND ASIA.**

**MATCH-FIXING SCANDALS**

Few Americans are aware of how prevalent match-fixing scandals are. 18 different match-fixing scandals have been discovered in the last three years, some of which are single-game scandals (a Wimbledon player declaring a bribe attempt), others of which were more pervasive—afflicting 15 soccer games in Korea, 19 in Turkey.

An ongoing Europol investigation into a syndicate out of Singapore has revealed bribes in 15 different countries on soccer—including a Champions League game played in England, and qualifiers for both the World Cup and Euros. 700 games are under investigation. 50 people have been arrested; 425 additional team officials, referees and players are under suspicion.

Because bets are placed in one country on games played in another country, the most globalized sports are the most vulnerable—soccer, cricket, tennis and soon, basketball.

**PRO LEAGUES’ NEW PARTNERS**

Preparing for the era of convergence, pro leagues are making investments in analytics and cementing relationships with tech companies that play a role in the betting ecosystem.

**NBA & NUMBERFIRE, which uses algorithms to make recommended bets on pro sports.**

**NFL & SPORTSRADAR, which provides real-time statistics to bookmakers.**

**MLB & SPORTIM, whose parent company provides software for bookmakers.**

HOW SPORTS BETTING COULD BECOME LEGAL IN THE US

Sports betting gets legalized by transforming into something that looks and feels a lot more like fantasy sports.

**STEP 1** Daily fantasy plays the role in the process that medical marijuana did, softening people’s preconceptions of betting as a black-market business.

**STEP 2** States already run lotteries; in many other countries, sports betting is nationalized. The most common form is sports toto in which you have to pick all the winners on any given day or weekend—a hybrid of fantasy, gambling and the lottery.

**STEP 3** Savvy politicians who don’t want sports teams leaving town will realize that a sports tote game can fund construction of a new stadium. Much like with marijuana, the legality changes state by state.
The traditional sports industry can’t assume these kids will just come around eventually. eSports has the Cool Factor. It’s truly global in a way that only soccer can rival. Its athletes are drug-tested. And it has a massive head start.

“We’re never doing sports video games. Never. It’s not what our community wants. We don’t consider sports video games to be true eSports.”

—Rahul Sood, CEO and co-founder of Unikrn, a leading eSports betting platform

### The Epic Battle

**eSports**
**FIFA AND PES | MADDO | NBA 2K | NHL | MLB THE SHOW | UFC

**eSports**—video game versions of traditional sports—have been proving they can create new fans for the stick-and-ball sports they depict. Now the race for the Don Y and Z fanbase is on, and every sport, league and franchise must step up its vSports game or face long-term irrelevance.

**Female Gamers**

Contrary to stereotype, women make up nearly half of gamers, thanks to gaming on smartphones and social media.

When FIFA added women’s national teams to console play, it took just 16 days for American striker Alex Morgan’s in-game alter ego to score 1 million goals.

**Gamergate**—harassment online is keeping female participation down in eSports.

**Uninterrupted FIFA**

The BA FIFA franchise is vSports’ big star thus far. With 2.3 million interactive World Cup video game qualifiers in 2016, FIFA is the largest eSports competition in the world. Nine million games are played every day. And in-game purchasing is fairly evolved, with 2016 sales reaching $200 million. In the first 14 days after its release, 1.5 billion hours of FIFA 16 were played online.

**Global Reach**

Sports like volleyball and field hockey, which are among the most popular participatory sports in the world, lack successful video game editions.

Madden, the undisputed leader in the USA (4.6M units sold), sells only 11% outside the US.

Sales of NBA 2K last 28% in Europe when EA added 25 Euroleague basketball teams. NBA 2K is now the 8th most popular video game in China.

**Betting**

Sites like Vulcon, Unikrn and Alpha-Draft have several million eSports fans betting on eSports results and creating eSports fantasy teams.

$23.5B

Projected wagering on eSports by year 2020

Wagering was $315 million in 2015.

$7B

Current in-game ad market

Advertising inside sports games is expected to spike dramatically.

**Level Playing Field**

eSports fans laugh with disgust that eSports games are secretly engineered to make it easier for a losing opponent to catch up late in a game. They don’t consider eSports to be “real” games at all—merely “sports simulations.”

**LeiCt**

The prize for winning FIFA Interactive 16 was only $20,000. Madden 16 offered $50,000. These were tiny fractions of the $250 million prize pool in eSports.

Realizing the importance of bigger prize money, NBA 2K 16’s “Road to the Finals” awarded the winners $250,000.

Madden Bowl 17 announced a $1 million prize pool, which still would rank only 23rd in the biggest eSports prize pools ever.
**DO VIDEO GAMES CREATE NEW SPORTS FANS?**

(Yes, they do.)

Sports franchises shouldn’t worry that vSports titles have become a replacement for watching broadcasts or attending real games in arenas and stadiums. Your future fans are playing the video version right now.

**YOUTUBE STARS: THE VIRAL INFLUENCE**

The spectator audience for vSports is not on Twitch livestreams; it’s on YouTube. Roughly speaking, every million views earns a YouTube creator around $3,300. Creative millennials have developed huge audiences for their videos where they open player packs, play their favorite vSports games, and make jokes. They have become so famous that pro franchises are opening their doors to these celebrities. Creator networks like Machinima Inc. and Broadband TV serve to empower and make jokes. They have become so

**FIFA PLAYERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>34%</th>
<th>WERE NOT SOCCER FANS / HAD NO INTEREST UNTIL AFTER PLAYING THE VIDEO GAME WITH FRIENDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>REPORTED THE VIDEO GAME HAD MADE THEM BIGGER SOCCER FANS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GAME SALES: ARE THEY ALTERING THE POPULARITY OF SPORTS GLOBALLY?**

FIFA 16 sells 74% of its units outside North America. It sets the bar for others to dream of.

**THE NBA 2K Franchise is slowly growing its international sales, from 11% in 2013 to 17% today. It’s the 8th most popular video game in China.**

UFC is also going global. While its console sales didn’t yet challenge the major sports, 40% of the market is outside North America. The smartphone download regularly lives in the top 15 in Brazil and Russia; hitting #1 on big days; in India it’s hit #2. Even in France, where the sport is still irrelevant, the game’s ranking is on par with its US ranking.

**Savvy pro teams** are taking it a step further, hiring vSports and eSport stars to represent them online:

- German club VFL WOLFSBURG has signed three FIFA pros. 22-year-old Englishman David Bytheway has been playing FIFA professionally since he was 17.
- Sean “Dragon” Allen now represents WEST HAM UNITED at FIFA tournaments.
- PRO FRANCHISES are crossing the battlefield to have vSports teams wearing their jerseys. Besiktas, Spanish basketball team Saski Baskonia and Valencia have all signed gamers. Schalke 04 has bought a franchise, and Manchester United are rumored to be bidding for Fnatic’s Overwatch team.

The first CROSSOVER from real sports to vSports happened earlier this year, when Brazilian pro soccer player Wendell Lira, winner of FIFA’s 2015 goal of the year award on the field, retired at age 27 to play FIFA (the vSport) professionally.

**EA NHL 2009 used to have the Russian Super League teams included. The KHL tried to take advantage of the NHL lockout in 2011 with its own video game. Without a unified hockey game, today only 20% of NHL 16 sales are outside North America. Earlier versions, like NHL 2002, sold over half their copies outside North America.**

Who’s winning in India? Not CRICKET, where the market is divided. The best console game has only some licenses, while the licensed game has inferior game play. Console sales for cricket are actually going down.

**THE DECLINE OF CRICKET ON CONSOLES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brian Lara Cricket</td>
<td>1.2M</td>
<td>600K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashes Cricket</td>
<td>600K</td>
<td>160K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don Bradman Cricket</td>
<td>100K</td>
<td>25K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cricket in India is all on the phone. Real Cricket 16 and other titles are often in the top 10 in downloads. But 4 of the top 7 phone games in gross revenue are all soccer.

**VOLLEYBALL** was once king; in 1997, it sold almost 2 million copies—just in Japan. But this hugely popular sport has lacked a stellar game for a decade, and even smartphone versions rarely break the top 50.

**HANDBALL** is breaking out as a big sport all over Europe, and Eko Software’s Handball 16 has modest console sales. Will the sport take off? Not yet, without good games for the smartphone to attract gamers’ interest.

**SAVING THE SPORTS**

Who’s winning in India? Not CRICKET, where the market is divided. The best console game has only some licenses, while the licensed game has inferior game play. Console sales for cricket are actually going down.

**THE DECLINE OF CRICKET ON CONSOLES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brian Lara Cricket</td>
<td>1.2M</td>
<td>600K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashes Cricket</td>
<td>600K</td>
<td>160K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don Bradman Cricket</td>
<td>100K</td>
<td>25K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cricket in India is all on the phone. Real Cricket 16 and other titles are often in the top 10 in downloads. But 4 of the top 7 phone games in gross revenue are all soccer.

**VOLLEYBALL** was once king; in 1997, it sold almost 2 million copies—just in Japan. But this hugely popular sport has lacked a stellar game for a decade, and even smartphone versions rarely break the top 50.

**HANDBALL** is breaking out as a big sport all over Europe, and Eko Software’s Handball 16 has modest console sales. Will the sport take off? Not yet, without good games for the smartphone to attract gamers’ interest.

**NEW TECHNOLOGIES: Will Reboot the Landscape in 2020**

eSports took off first in Korea, where “PC Bangs” had superfast internet, allowing gamers to play against each other rather than against the computer. Couples went on dates to the net cafes more than they went to the movies. The social aspect drove popularity.

**01 VR**

Virtual reality sports games are easier to imagine than they are to code—challenges such as the headgear tether cable restrict movement, and the causes of motion sickness need to be solved. We are likely still a couple years away from a VR sports game that becomes the killer app that triggers everyone to put down their phone and play an immersive headset.

**02 SLAM PROCESSING**

Smartphones, by next year, will have infrared sensors that can sense depth—turning every phone into a Microsoft Kinect. Google’s Project Tango is using this technology to create a virtual map of every room, down to the location of every piece of furniture. The sensors can also track human movement with great accuracy. Before 5G arrives, many games will throw away the thumb controls and have gamers act out motions physically, bringing back something akin to the Wii explosion.

**03 5G**

Today, smartphone connectivity is on the cusp. You can play against others, but it’s really only a successful experience for mini games. Full sports simulations will explode on the smartphone with 5G connectivity—which is 3x to 10x the speed of 4G. However, trials of 5G have just begun, and 5G phones aren’t expected to be on sale until 2020.

These three factors converge on a 2020 timeline, amounting to a perfect storm that could radically alter which companies survive and which games are played—and ultimately which sports become most popular globally.
The era when college sports tried its best to mimic the look and feel of professional sports is over. Increasingly, the tables will be turned—it’ll be pro sports leagues that need to keep an eye on how college sports are being played, produced and consumed.

All the necessary ingredients for this innovation leapfrog already exist on university campuses:
- Cheap (free) skilled labor — professors and students commenting new communications technology
- A built-in fanbase with a genuine rooting interest — top-of-the-line hardware and superfast Internet
- Television networks eager for content — an array of teams desperate for a larger audience
- Appetite for disruption — a mandate to innovate
- Intimate understanding of how the next generation consumes sports

**THE FUTURE OF SPORTS**

**INNOVATION ON CAMPUS**

Snapchat started as a Stanford frat house. Reddit was founded by University of Virginia roommates. Facebook emerged from the Harvard campus social scene. Dropbox was created by MIT students. There’s a long tradition of tomorrow’s companies being hatched by a few students, and sometimes an encouraging professor, solving a problem that the rest of the world didn’t even realize it had. From finding an endaround to skip lines to enter a stadium and clearing security, to making low-cost video production look better, there’s a good chance someone on a college campus will contribute to the solution.

**COLLEGE MEGABUSINESS**

**ONLY THE PLAYERS ARE AMATEUR**

The biggest misconception about collegiate athletics is that it’s not a professional industry—that it’s somehow amateur hour just because the athletes are not paid. Some call it a sleeping giant—but it’s not sleeping, and it’s already a giant.

**RECIPE FOR SUCCESS**

- Cheap (free) skilled labor — professors and students commenting new communications technology
- A built-in fanbase with a genuine rooting interest — top-of-the-line hardware and superfast Internet
- Television networks eager for content — an array of teams desperate for a larger audience
- Appetite for disruption — a mandate to innovate
- Intimate understanding of how the next generation consumes sports

**DATA STAT**

- **Success**
  - **5M Brackets**
  - **99.9%**

“**All the work is done by students. Data is never the transformative element. It’s the insight that creates the value of data.**”

— Dr. Tim Chartiers, Davidson University, professor of mathematics

“**We have scary stats. We have stats that show that quarterback watched that blitz package 19 times the night before the game—and during the game, he spotted the blitz and it led to a gain of 35 yards.**”

— Derek Belch, CEO, STRIVR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAts Stats</th>
<th>Davidson Sports Analytics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| In 2010, a March Madness bracket created by Davidson math professor Dr. Tim Chartiers and his students at Davidson beat 99.9% of more than 5 million brackets nationally by successfully predicting Cinderella upsets. In 2013, Chartiers and his math students began advising the Davidson Wildcats’ basketball team on strategy. The next year, when the university left the South-Atlantic Athletic Conference for the much more challenging Atlantic 10, the Wildcats were predicted to finish 12th. Instead, they won—with Chartiers’ students fully predicting Cinderella upsets. In 2010, a March Madness bracket used during the 2016 playoffs.

**2010 Davidson Sports Analytics**

- **5M Brackets**
- **99.9% Success**

**STRIVR**

A partnership at Stanford between the football team’s former kicker, Derek Belch, and virtual reality professor Jeremy Bailenson has emerged as the first VR training system that’s already making money and altering the outcome of games. STRIVR is now working with more than a dozen NCAA teams and seven NFL teams.

**College vs. Pro**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pro</th>
<th>NCAA</th>
<th><strong>Combined Revenues</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NFL</td>
<td>12B</td>
<td>$6.3B* + $280M NFL Apparel Licenses Deal With Under Armour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFL</td>
<td>12M</td>
<td>$100M Annual Budget, NCAA, Athletic Departments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCAA Bowl Series</td>
<td>18M</td>
<td>$280M UCLA Apparel Licenses Deal With Under Armour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Bowl</td>
<td>12M</td>
<td>$6.3B* Combined Revenue, Athletic Departments, Power’s Conferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBA</td>
<td>22M</td>
<td>$1.1B Under Armour Licenses Deal with the NBA <strong>$2.6M</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The women’s team in Portland and The Rainbow Wahine are can’t-miss entertainment. The Tigers average 8,300 fans per dual meet. For the 2015 season opener against Oklahoma State, they moved the meet to Kinnick Football Stadium; 42,287 fans watched their Hawkeyes win.

All around the country, sports fans are discovering what they’re looking for in college’s “other sports.”

All around the country, sports fans are discovering what they’re looking for in college’s “other sports.”

**IS FOOTBALL WORTH IT?**

Academics on campus frequently question whether so much money should be spent on college football programs. For the most part, these catcalls from faculty are rhetorical. Should a coach really be the state’s highest-paid employee? Is a state-of-the-art locker room going to help any student study? No need to respond.

But when UC Berkeley professor Michael Anderson and the National Bureau of Economic Research analyzed NCAA win-loss probability ratios to determine performance metrics of all Division I football universities, they discovered the math does not condemn the investment in football. In fact, it’s the other way around. Having a winning program—and every additional win per season, from 5.9 wins per year upward—increases donations to the university by $100,000. It’s not that more alumni give; it’s that the same alumni donate more.

But what’s most surprising is the connection between success on the football field and a college’s academic metrics. Every additional win on the field leads to:

• An increase in applicants, which allows the college to be more selective
• A higher average SAT score for incoming freshmen
• A boost in the school’s “Academic Reputation,” which is a measure based on polling of university presidents around the country

**WILL SPORTS SAVE COLLEGE?**

Pundits will always make the case that college sports won’t last in America—we’ll become like the rest of the world, where athletes develop in sport-specific youth academies and professional minor leagues. Meanwhile, the future of college education is increasingly uncertain in the face of online learning; even Goldman Sachs has warned that the cost of college is becoming unjustifiable, as it takes an average of 10 years post-college to reap the return.

Who are they kidding? Study after study has found convincing evidence that athletic participation at college goes hand in hand with academic progress and career success. So far, the accessibility of online learning has actually increased the demand for spots at four-year colleges. Online learning is simply the gateway, the on-ramp—and the bigger the on-ramp, the rowdier the crowd. Sports are an essential component of college. Both playing for your college team—and rooting for your college team—are highly correlated with long-term satisfaction with the collegiate experience.
DON’T JUST TREAT INJURIES. PREDICT THEM—AND AVOID THEM ALTOGETHER. Machine-learning software systems have been turned loose on the avalanche of athlete performance data coming from new sensors that are wearable, implantable or ingestible. Not only will overuse injuries be avoided—so will contact injuries that were previously considered random accidents.

MACHINE MEDICINE

Historically, sensor data has been used to monitor workload during training weeks to pinpoint fitness levels. Players first wore vests, then chest straps. In less than a decade, the technology has shrunk from wristbands to waist clips to sensors no bigger than a pinhead.

But more important than the sensor size is the increasingly accurate and complex data that is being harvested. Finding hidden biometric patterns in individual athletes has become possible. Some players get injured when they train too hard. They have a steady slope pattern. Other players push through an upper limit, and only by training very intensely do they reach a zone where they don’t break down. They have a roller-coaster pattern. Every athlete has her own equivalent of a pitch count.

Even "fresh" injuries are avoidable. A majority of contact injuries have been considered random. Who could predict an opponent would fall in front of your player and cause him to hyperextend a knee? It turns out that fatigue significantly affects reaction time, reducing peripheral vision and increasing the odds of injury. Tired athletes incur a much higher rate of contact injuries than fit, well-rested athletes, who spot impending contact and make adjustments to avoid it.

The connection between lost dollars and lost games is quantifiable. For every $2.3 million in salary cap dedicated to players on the disabled list, the average NFL team will lose one additional game. Salary wasted on injured players accounts for as much as 89% of this variance in NFL teams’ win-loss records.

A TALE OF TWO SEASONS

Five professional teams used Kitman Labs’ machine-learning injury-prediction system during their 2015 seasons to identify warning signs of potential injuries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR 1</th>
<th>YEAR 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>teams averaged 143 injuries each—50% slight and 15% severe or season-ending. Injuries lasted an average of 31 days.</td>
<td>22% FEWER SLIGHT INJURIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65% DECREASE IN TOTAL DAYS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO INJURY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31% DROP IN SEVERE INJURIES LASTING A MONTH OR LONGER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SWAT: Monitors measure chemistry of sweat, including levels of glucose, lactate, sodium and potassium.

WRISTBANDS that can measure movement and heart rate have become fairly popular gear for casual athletes.

MOUTHGUARDS like the Propad help control the levels of force when athletes experience impact during play, to quickly determine the risk of concussive injury and whether they should be allowed to keep playing.

SALIVAS: Fluid-sensitive mouthguards can detect the levels of lactate buildup in saliva to let athletes or coaches know when they are approaching muscle fatigue.

IMPLANTABLE sensors will be able to communicate blood data and they’ll never have to be charged. Researchers at North Carolina State University have developed a prototype of a flexible thermoelectric generator that harvests up to 50 microwatts of electricity using body heat.

RFID TAGS on clothing and equipment can track the movements and speeds of whole teams of players, providing coaches with new data for training and player selection.

FIBER HEART RATE monitors in clothing will send information about your heart rate to an app, eliminating the need for an extra body device.

RIBBONS Sensors printed on this ribbons of plastic that will attach to any part of the body to continuously sense the health of the wearer, including monitoring glucose levels or biomarkers for stress, fatigue or disease.

Sweat sensors measure chemistry of sweat, including levels of glucose, lactate, sodium and potassium.

Wristbands that can measure movement and heart rate have become fairly popular gear for casual athletes.

Mouthguards like the Propad help control the levels of force when athletes experience impact during play, to quickly determine the risk of concussive injury and whether they should be allowed to keep playing.

Saliva: Fluid-sensitive mouthguards can detect the levels of lactate buildup in saliva to let athletes or coaches know when they are approaching muscle fatigue.

Implantable sensors will be able to communicate blood data and they’ll never have to be charged. Researchers at North Carolina State University have developed a prototype of a flexible thermoelectric generator that harvests up to 50 microwatts of electricity using body heat.

Ribs: Sensors printed on this ribbons of plastic that will attach to any part of the body to continuously sense the health of the wearer, including monitoring glucose levels or biomarkers for stress, fatigue or disease.

3D MOTION CAPTURING technology can scan an athlete’s movements and determine the argument and strength of muscles.

Smart shoes/socks can measure impact and monitor cadence of your stride. Sensaric Smart Socks, for example, empty sensors in the sole and ankles that communicate with an app on your phone to provide real-time feedback to help you maintain your pace and form. Similarly, Statlizer shoes assess the location and level of your impact on your feet and send data to an app about potential injuries.

EVERY YEAR 10%-30% OF PLAYER SALARIES ARE WASTED DUE TO INJURIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>League</th>
<th>10%-30% of Player salaries wasted due to injuries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MLB</td>
<td>$760M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFL</td>
<td>$630M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBA</td>
<td>$500M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPL</td>
<td>$300M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Photo by Kevin C. Cox/Getty Images
**DATA IMPLEMENTATION**

So much data is being collected, in so many novel ways, that we can be distracted from the real question: what are we going to do with it? **IN-GAME PERFORMANCE DECISIONS.** The data can tell you the starter runs 20 mph in practice, while the second-stringer runs 19 mph. On game day, sensors will alert the coaches that the starter has dropped to 17 mph with fatigue, and it’s time to sub in the bench player.

**PURERTAL STATUS CALIBRATION IN YOUTH SPORTS.** Forever, youth sports talent identification has famously favored older athletes within a given age bracket who are more mature. But late-blooming 15-year-olds can’t really be fairly compared to 13-year-olds, either. Sensors and machine learning will finally solve this conundrum, factoring skeletal age and hormone escalation into player experience and performance metrics to make sure the players with the most potential are picked over the players who merely hit puberty early.

**CAREER EXTENSION.** We don’t really know whether aging athletes, in order to compete, need to put in double the training load or if they need to emphasize getting rest between workouts. The science of career extension is not really a science yet—mainly hunches and anecdotes. “Recovery” will become an accurately measurable event, parsed from the labs to the sidelines to test mentors and coaches. Expect to be surprised; much of the “wisdom” we take for granted will be overturned.

**WHAT EVERY COACH KNOWS**

- Muscle produces lactate acid as a by-product when the body shifts from aerobic to anaerobic exercise.
- Lactic acid causes soreness and needs to be cleared in order to perform again.
- High-performance athletes produce less, it’s a waste product and not used for fuel by the body.

**WHAT SCIENCE HAS FOUND**

- As muscles fatigue, they depolarize like worn-down batteries, losing power.
- Lactate counteracts this depolarization.
- Soreness is muscle fiber damage and inflammation. Lactate triggers cells to produce more mitochondria, the factories of energy.
- High-performance athletes burn it up better. 75% of lactate is used as fuel for muscle contractions.

Controversies between players, teams and leagues over data privacy are inevitable. Players want to keep their biometric data private. Teams will want to share the biometrics to engineer trades. Leagues will want to sell the data as streams, either to apps that visualize the data to enhance storytelling or to fantasy players who want a leg up on their competition. (“Don’t play Johnson today—his hematoctrit ratio is low.”)

**EXPECT CLASS-ACTION LAWSUITS,** likely from players or from media. Much like MLB’s legal battles a decade ago with fantasy sites over statistical data, courts will be asked to rule on whether specialized data is “historical news,” and therefore can’t be owned. Courts will also decide whether players have rights to the data measuring their performance, even if it’s collected and held by the teams. Likely, biometric/health data will be viewed differently by the courts than performance data.

Contracts today include performance bonuses and body-weight clauses. The contracts of the future will contain speed and strength standards to maintain—and biometric marker levels to meet. Just as today’s players hire private trainers, professional athletes of the future will hire their own experts not only to acquire health and performance data, but also to analyze those metrics.

“**EVERYONE INVOLVED WILL WORRY WHETHER THE DATA HAS BEEN TAMPERED WITH.** How do we know a statistician hasn’t altered the numbers to make a player more attractive?**

**THE ANSWER LIES IN BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY like Tursion, which can:**
- **Guarantee that data is time-stamped and unaltered.**
- **Require passcodes to view the data.**
- **Track data whenever it goes on the Internet, making sure the rights holders are paid.**

“The players don’t get the data, it’s fed to the coaches right after practice. And in the locker room, there is definitely fear among the players about all the data being collected... We’re afraid we’re going to get cut, because the data will be able to spot a decline in our performance that can’t be spotted with the naked eye.”

—Doug Baldwin, Seattle Seahawks wide receiver

"We aren’t quite to the stage where we can scan you with a tricorder like the ones they use on ‘Star Trek’ and diagnose your medical condition, but we’re getting there."

—James Watkins, professor of polymer science and director of the Center for Hierarchical Manufacturing

"Many of these technologies, such as wearables and video, are still new and the data can be inaccurate. We have seen wearables giving wrong data as often as 30% of the time. Numbers also tend to be calibrated for male rather than female athletes. If we’re making health and safety decisions with the wrong data, we’re putting our athletes at greater risk and diminishing trust in the technology hype. Improving data accuracy is critical as the industry moves forward."

—Jane Gideon, CEO, WellPlayed Sports

---

**DATA PRIVACY**

**CONCUSSION-FACTOR ANALYSIS**

Boxing at the Rio Olympics eliminated headgear, due to a counterintuitive finding from the International Boxing Association: headgear was correlated with more concussions, not fewer. Not only does the soft padding not stop blunt force hits, but the bigger target leads to more head whips from blows. Concussion research is about to take huge strides as data is aggregated from an array of new sources. Motion and impact sensors on helmets, mouthguards and headbands are just part of it. Eye-tracking headsets have jumped from the labs to the sidelines to test athletes’ brain function immediately after any blow. Blood tests can now spot concussive trauma through elevated levels of the S101B protein. Every high school is requiring preseason benchmark neurological tests; insurers of youth leagues are now mandating head trauma incident reporting. All this data will be crossed with genetic testing for the APOE4 variant, which has been linked to concussions, and artificial intelligence will discover patterns heretofore unseen. Should helmets be hard and super-slippery to deflect impact? Or should they crush like car bumpers to absorb impact? We’re afraid they crush like car bumpers to absorb impact? We’re afraid they crush like car bumpers to absorb impact? We’re afraid they crush like car bumpers to absorb impact? We’re afraid they crush like car bumpers to absorb impact? We’re afraid they crush like car bumpers to absorb impact? We’re afraid they crush like car bumpers to absorb impact? We’re afraid they crush like car bumpers to absorb impact? We’re afraid they crush like car bumpers to absorb impact?
ALT-ATHLETES HAVE LITTLE INTEREST IN SITTING IN THE STANDS AND ROOTING FOR A TRADITIONAL PROFESSIONAL SPORTS TEAM. They don’t want to watch—they want to play. While the Alt-Athlete may not be clearly identifiable by the team logo they wear on a jersey or hat, they are the fastest-growing market—76% of all regular exercisers are millennials—with a thirst for new products and technological advances that help them reach that next goal.

ALT-ATHLETES

ALT-athletes aren’t just about exercise, they are about finding meaning, identity and belonging. Climbers and surfers look for experiences that connect them with natural environments. Yoga and Tai Chi devotees seek cross-cultural spiritual transcendence. For runners, the ultimate prize is not just a faster time, it’s triggering the body’s endogenous chemicals to reach the zone.

42% of the U.S. health-club market is now composed of studios catering to specific Alt-Athletes like yoga, pilates, Brazilian jiu-jitsu, dance, rock climbing, CrossFit, etc. These sport-specific chains have been adding new studios at a rate of 450% per year since 2010. At this rate, alt-athletic gyms that cater to specific Alt-Athletics like yoga, pilates, Brazilian jiu-jitsu, dance, rock climbing, CrossFit, etc. will very soon outgrow the traditional gym.

SPORT-SPECIFIC FITNESS STUDIOS

42% OF ALL U.S. HEALTH CLUBS

450% MARKET GROWTH SINCE 2010

THE VIRTUOUS CIRCLE OF THE CASUAL AND HARD-CORE ALT-ATHLETE

The Virtuous Circle of the Casual and Hard-Core Alt-Athlete

CASUAL HARD CORE

Often sponsored with products, money or free travel by a half dozen or more clothing or gear brands. Early in life, competed at the highest level, as they age, they find work as a coach, trainer or guide. The hard core have old-school legitimacy, and they guard and preserve the laws and ethics of the sport. Hard-core Alt-Athletes will be the ones to drive their sports to the next level of public engagement. Some will launch companies making specialized gear or authentic apparel. Others will leverage their status to become commentators for burgeoning media channels, and they’ll become consultants for the growing number of events and competitions.

Usually engages in several different Alt-Athletic pursuits in a month, identifies very much as an active person, if not a sport-specific athlete. They find fellow enthusiasts on social media. Major market for general Alt-Athlete gear such as GoPro, outdoor clothing, sunglasses and camping gear. Hire the hard-core Alt-Athletes as a trainer, a guide or a guru. As gear and shared information continue to make sports more accessible, the garage will continue to fill up, and the calendar will always be full of activities and adventures. As the casual Alt-Athlete ages, she will adapt to doing less intense versions of her sports, and she will look for accommodations that allow her to keep going at a safer and less intense level.

“Those individuals are often interested in fitness, but they’re also interested in some kind of self-realization, self-verification; that they have a special talent or a special individual characteristic that they can be known for. Add to that technology, and then stir with social media.”

—T. Batliva Cornwell, professor of marketing

Lundquist College of Business at University of Oregon

“Whatever we really think about is what we see in our community, and when we hold a mirror up, we see people who are striving. They’re trying to find their personal best, they’re trying to find another level for themselves and are unlocking their potential through the power of sport.”

— Andrew Ventz, global brand manager and head of communications, Strava

ALTER-ATHLETES IS

MASH-UP CULTURE

Alt-Athletes have reenergized ancient activities like yoga, rock climbing and distance running. They have also created wholly new enthusiasms like parakeet, skateboarding and bungee jumping. Perhaps even more interesting, millennial Alt-Athletes have begun to mimic the activities of their youth with traditional sports to create new games. Snowboarding is a combination of surfing and skiing. Disc golf is a mash-up of Frisbee and golf, while Ultimate combines Frisbee with soccer. Kite windsurfing is a hybrid of surfing, sailing and parachuting. Dogdodging has been reinvented on trampolines. Paddlesurfing is a mash-up of paddling around in a canoe and paddling big wave surfboards over to break. Everything old is made new again and the combinations are endless—there are no rules like in other sports. So as soon as underwater foils were invented, they spread virally from sailboats to windsurfing to surfing.

“Once fiercely individualistic, the Alt-Athletes are banding together around shared achievement. Networked by smartphones and social media, they crave connection with their fellow enthusiasts. Video channels featuring Alt-Athletics draw millions of views and make individual athletes famous. New competitions and events are selling more tickets and packing in rowdier crowds. The sweaty sports fringe is going mass-market.”

WE ARE IN THE EARLY DAYS OF A SOCIAL TECHNOLOGY REVOLUTION THAT IS TRANSFORMING SOLO ACTIVITY INTO TEAM FITNESS.

AMERICAN SPENDING PER YEAR ON YOGA, PILATES, GEAR, AND PRODUCTS

$27B

AMERICANS WHO FINISHED RACING A RACE IN 2015

19M

AMERICAN ACTIVITIES SHIPPED WORLDWIDE IN 2015

$8.5M

PHOTO BY VIKKY KACHMAR/MEETSPORTSPORTS PICTURES
ENDLESSLY INVENTIVE, WHAT’S NEXT?

01 APPAREL

Polyethylene, the most common plastic, seems to have no limits on how it’s fabricated. Long–molecular chain Dynenea cloth is 15 times more RESISTANT TO ARBASION than carbon steel; its bike shorts and tights have already saved the thighs of several Tour de France riders. Fabrics with self-healing polyelectrolyte polymers of extreme athletes who trick the fuel systems in their bodies to burn fat rather than glucose for energy. Next-generation bars and drinks will also be PERSONALIZED, based on genomics and tests-food-reactivity tests.

02 NATURAL & ENERGY FOODS

Thirty years after the launch of the PowerBar, energy bars will hit the $9 billion revenue mark in 2017. Gone is the pervasive brown rice syrup in every bar, replaced with SUPERFOODS like chia, moringa and carrageenans, or sweeteners like beets and natural erythritol. But the bars of the future will be engineered for more than nourishment, triggering specific metabolic pathways—influenced by the KETOGENIC DIETS of extreme athletes who trick the fuel systems in their bodies to burn fat rather than glucose for energy. Next-generation bars and drinks will also be PERSONALIZED, based on genomic tests and food-reactivity tests.

03 GEAR

Wearable integrations of technology have been surging, but 3D PRINTING IS TAKING OVER. Expect customized shoe insoles to be printed in store. Sunglasses frames and bike helmets will be perfectly molded to fit skull shape. Once we can print titanium, every piece of gear can be customized for fit and performance. This effectively demolishes the notion of a product life cycle and all it entails—inventory, shipping, design fatigue. As soon as a new creation has been tested, its 3D blueprints can be distributed, and custom builds can be sold immediately. NEXT-LEVEL SAFETY gear becomes increasingly important, as Alt-Athletes pursue their passions in evermore dangerous geography. Beacon technology allows families to know where their adventurers are at all times.

04 HEALTH CLUBS

The $10 billion health club industry is rapidly evolving to attract Alt-Athletes indoors. There are now over 11,000 CrossFit gyms just in the US. Both encouragement and competition are enhanced by technology, resulting in greater motivation, harder workouts and regular consistency. GLOBALIZATION has also driven widespread change. Just five years ago, the Latin American health club market was half the size of the North American market; now it’s 30% bigger. The Asia-Pacific market is in the middle of making the same jump. Once–regional activities are bounding onto the world stage. Zumba comes from Colombia, yoga from India, parkour/free running from France. China gave the West Tai Chi, and in return, they have taken up bodybuilding in record numbers, recovering from the communist government’s 30-year ban on the sport.

05 THE VIEWING AUDIENCE

If you love baseball, you catch your highlights on MLB Tonight. But if you love running, is there a television show for you? There is now—it’s called Run Junkie, produced by FloSports out of Austin. Tough Mudder has a network TV show. CrossFit is on ESPN. The Dutch channel INSIGHT features alt-sports shows like Running the World, following a parkour-crazed duo around the globe in 360-degree ultra-high definition. The two ultimate leagues merged and produced their first superstars. With GROWING SPORTS BROADCAST NETWORKS, every alt-sport has a chance to jump off YOUTUBE and gain an audience. You may not know who teen ghostrider climber Ashima Shiraishi is, but millions of climbing devotees do. Equipped with ever–higher–quality cameras, the Alt-Athlete with the most INSTAGRAM followers may not be the best athlete, but he is the best at capturing the spirit, Zeitgeist and aesthetic of the sport.

06 TOURNAMENTS, CIRCuits & TOURS

In some ways, formal competitions run counter to the free-spirit ethos. In competition, climbers ascend prescribed routes and mountain bikers stay on the path. But in other ways, these new events hew very much to the Alt-Athlete ethos. Ticket holders at ALT-SPORTS EVENTS don’t like to see themselves as spectators but as participants who regard the top people in their sports less as heroes and more as teachers. These new events are changing the definition of “sports venue”—and are pulling increasingly large crowds and media attention. The US Open of Surfing attracts 600,000 to Huntington Beach; the CrossFit Games packed 50,000 into the StubHub Center for the finale, using the soccer and tennis stadiums as well as the velodrome. This evolution signals a huge opportunity for both venue owners and sponsors to reach new audiences.

“Marketing to this sector is dialing back superstardom and dialing up the normalcy. There has been a shift to profiling the normal human being who’s a lot like me. And that’s quite different from the traditional view of superstars who are way out of our league.”

—Michael Goldman, professor of sport management, University of San Francisco
YOUTH SPORTS REFORM

BUT THERE IS HOPE: Aided by data-gathering platforms, governing bodies at the local, regional, and national levels can crack down on exploitation of eager athletes and their ambitious parents. Performance-sensor data tracking will inject desperately needed realism, laying bare the snake oil dreams sold by youth sports promoters.

THE DEATH OF SECOND SPORTS

Almost every sport in America is losing youth participants, even though the percentage of US teens playing some form of high school sports is holding steady at 79%. How can that be? Under pressure to specialize in one sport earlier, kids increasingly have stopped playing their second sport—despite clear science showing kids who focus on one sport are the most likely to quit.

DOPING RATES

PERCENT OF SCHOOL-AGE ATHLETES USING PERFORMANCE-ENHANCING DRUGS

-1% 2012—high school boys

-1% 2012—high school girls

-1% 2013—middle school, boys

-1% 1997—high school, all

OVERUSE INJURY

In a study of 1,200 youth athletes, Dr. Nesan Jayanthi of Loyola University found that specialization in a sport is one of the strongest predictors of injury.

83% MORE LIKELY TO BE INJURED

Single-sport athletes

-42%

Multisport athletes

-22%

RIPED FOR CORRUPTION

Over 30 million kids. Over 14,000 youth leagues and clubs. It adds up to over $9 billion annually. Most of that money is flowing through sleepy nonprofit oversight by volunteer parents with lax controls. Most of the money ends up in the pockets of youth club coaches— who are financially incentivized to preach to parents that Johnny’s got potential. The New York Times reports that prosecutions for embezzlement have become increasingly common, citing examples of hundreds of thousands of dollars being stolen in Washington, Minnesota, New Jersey, Michigan, Maine, Wisconsin and Vermont by youth club treasurers and officers.

Where there’s money, there are lawsuits. A mom in Virginia sued her daughter’s volleyball club after her daughter was benched. When his son was cut from the track team, a dad in Philadelphia sued—for $40 million. And a Dallas-area dad filed racketeering charges against local lacrosse coaches, accusing them of using their leverage to force players to attend expensive camps.

“I institutionalized mass rejection of young people.”

—Chris Green, British soccer journalist and author of Every Boy’s Dream

An estimated 10,000 players are in the Premier League’s youth academies, signed as early as age 8. Only 1 out of 100 will make it.

“IT institutionalizes mass rejection of young people.”

—Dr. Travis Dorsch, Utah State University professor and former NFL player who conducted a study showing that the more parents pay for club sports, the more the kids perceive it as pressure.
HOW IT GETS BETTER

In 20 years, when we look back at how the slide into society-wide youth sports obsession, burnout and malaise was averted, the story will be something like this:

PROTECTIONS BY GOVERNING BODIES

Regional, national and international sports’ governing bodies will follow the lead of gymnastics, figure skating and tennis, which have enacted strict rules protecting underage players.

ACCOUNTABILITY FOR YOUTH TRAFFICKING

European Soccer—the worst offender—has stopped trafficking in children. Barcelona and Real Madrid were made to pay.

In 2001, FIFA began regulations for the protections of minors. At first, players under age 16 were forbidden from being sold—but it wasn’t enforced as long as both clubs were mutually agreeable. Stories of kids being signed at ages 7 to 11 were rampant. But a few years ago, FIFA’s subcommittee finally put teeth to the rule. Players in Europe could transfer at age 16. Elsewhere, it was forbidden until age 18. First Barcelona, then Real Madrid, were handed transfer bans, and over a dozen youth players they had signed from Asia, Africa and the Americas—including two boys from California—were forbidden to play for the Spanish clubs’ youth academies. Most boys eventually returned home.

There is a way around the rule—secure citizenship in the desired country, often through family heritage, such as the USMNT’s 17-year-old striker Christian Pulisic—but, by and large, the era of buying and selling of youth players across national borders has ended.

TIME LIMITS WITH VIOLATION CONSEQUENCES

High schools and colleges will impose strict time limits on practicing and playing, with serious consequences for violations.

San Diego State, Ball State and Michigan are among the universities penalized for going over the 20-hours-a-week college time limit. TEAMS HAVE BEEN PLACED ON PROBATION AND COMPLIANCE STAFF HAVE BEEN FIRED FOR FAILING TO ENFORCE THE RESTRICTIONS.

High school athletes are generally limited to 18 hours a week—including practices and games. However, the enforcement mechanisms are still weak at this level.

These limits are consistent with the hourly training counts that swimmers, cyclists and youth soccer academies hold to. Only ballet dancers radically exceed them (25 hours/week).

“With the best will in the world, I wouldn’t know if a 6-, 7- or 8-year-old is going to play in the Premier League in 10 or 12 years’ time. It’s ludicrous.”

—Bryan Jones, Aston Villa Youth Academy director

THE TOOLS OF ENFORCEMENT ARE IN A PHASE OF RAPID DEVELOPMENT.

Over the next decade, organizations at every level—professional leagues, player associations, the NCAA and national sports federations that oversee youth sports—will pass stricter rules to protect young athletes. Ubiquitous sensor-fed training apps will enable regulators to efficiently monitor young athletes’ activity levels at a scale never before possible. At the same time, technology will elevate the level of youth sports performance across the board in two important ways:

01 Thanks to sensor-generated performance data and analytics once available only to elite athletes, previously undetected diamonds in the rough will rise through the youth ranks on the strength of their abilities instead of the persuasive powers of pushy parents.

02 The tsunami of sports video captured on mobile devices and shared on YouTube will continue to drive the accelerating feedback cycle where developing athletes view, process and emulate the world’s best performances 24-7.
THE FINAL WORD

WHEN YOU’VE SEEN A GLIMPSE OF THE FUTURE, IT STICKS WITH YOU. It can keep you up at night. We don’t claim to have a lock on precision forecasting, but it’s not tenable to ignore the new challenges we face or hope that things will stay the same. One of the best ways to prepare for the future is to engage in a lively and spirited dialogue about the changes to come. We trust that this new edition of The Future of Sports will continue to drive that conversation.

THINK ABOUT THIS: Just a decade ago, owning a flip phone meant you were on the cutting edge of technology and smartphones were a distant innovation on the horizon. HD televisions were making their way into homes, but they cost $6,000. YouTube was in the testing stage and Facebook had only expanded to 21 colleges. Neither Tumblr, Snapchat nor Instagram existed yet, and the newest rage was the Nintendo Wii. We thought fantasy sports were huge, when in fact they were in their infancy. Only one out of 10 people in China were online.

The pace of change has been stunning, and it is not slowing down. It’s time that we take a hard look at the generation currently coming into adulthood, because they represent our future fanbases. We know that they love sports, but they have an entirely different approach to engaging with games. For example, members of Generation Z are increasingly becoming fans of a sport or a franchise through playing video games or fantasy sports—attending a live game is no longer the default gateway to fandom. They will be the first generation to fully embrace the new worlds of virtual and augmented reality. They are tech savvy, hyper-connected and easily bored. To stay relevant, legacy sports organizations must understand the tastes and motivations of this growing group of millennials.

New technology will change not only how we interact with our newest fans, but nearly every aspect of running a professional sports franchise. Advances in machine learning, where computers autonomously harvest mountains of data to find hidden patterns, are already helping predict and avoid season-ending injuries. These same advances will undoubtedly change the way owners and coaches make decisions, from recruitment to on-field strategy. Sports professionals have always been interested in data, and the amount of data we collect on teams and on the performance and health of individual athletes is growing exponentially. Machine learning will allow us to analyze all that information and act on it effectively.

It’s a lot to think about, we know. And we’re certainly not suggesting that you try to find an answer for everything in these pages. That simply wouldn’t be possible. But we hope that this publication has piqued your curiosity just enough that you’ll continue the conversation. Let us know what you think.
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read more at ➔ http://futureof.org